Solidity is the dominant programming language for Ethereum smart contracts. This paper presents a high-level formalization of the Solidity language with a focus on the memory model. The presented formalization covers all features of the language related to managing state and memory. In addition, the formalization we provide is effective: all but few features can be encoded in the quantifier-free fragment of standard SMT theories. This enables precise and efficient reasoning about the state of smart contracts written in Solidity. The formalization is implemented in the solc-verify verifier and we provide an extensive set of tests that covers the breadth of the required semantics. We also provide an evaluation on the test set that validates the semantics and shows the novelty of the approach compared to other Solidity-level contract analysis tools.
only remain an exercise in formalization, but should preferably be developed, resulting in precise and automated verification tools.
Early approaches to verification of Ethereum smart contracts focused mostly on formalizing the low-level virtual machine precisely (see, e.g., [11, 20, 22, 23, 2] ). However, the unnecessary details of the EVM execution model make it difficult to reason about high-level functional properties of contracts (as they were written by developers) in an effective and automated way. For Solidity-level properties of smart contracts, Solidity-level semantics are preferred. While some aspects of Solidity have been studied and formalized [24, 10, 15, 31] , the semantics of the Solidity memory model still lacks a detailed and precise formalization that also enables automation.
The memory model of Solidity has various unusual and non-trivial behaviors, providing a fertile ground for potential bugs. Smart contracts have access to two classes of data storage: a permanent storage that is a part of the global blockchain state, and a transient local memory used when executing transactions. While the local memory uses a standard heap of entities with references, the permanent storage has pure value semantics (although pointers to storage can be declared locally). This memory model that combines both value and reference semantics, with all interactions between the two, poses some interesting challenges but also offers great opportunities for automation. For example, the value semantics of storage ensures non-aliasing of storage data. This can, if supported by an appropriate encoding of the semantics, potentially improve both the precision and effectiveness of reasoning about contract storage.
This paper provides a formalization of the Solidity semantics that covers all Solidity features related to managing contract storage and memory. A major contribution of our formalization is that all but few of its elements can be encoded in the quantifier-free fragment of standard SMT theories. Additionally, our formalization captures the value semantics of storage with implicit non-aliasing information of storage entities. This allows precise and effective verification of Solidity smart contracts using modern SMT solvers. The formalization is implemented in the open-source solc-verify tool [21] , which is a modular verifier for Solidity based on SMT solvers. We validate the formalization and demonstrate its effectiveness by evaluating it on a comprehensive set of tests that exercise the memory model. We show that our formalization significantly improves the precision and soundness compared to existing Solidity-level verifiers, while remarkably outperforming low-level EVM-based tools in terms of efficiency.
Background

Ethereum
Ethereum [30, 3] is a generic blockchain-based distributed computing platform. The Ethereum ledger is a storage layer for a database of accounts (identified by addresses) and the data associated with the accounts. Every account has an associated balance in Ether (the native cryptocurrency of Ethereum). In addition, an account can also be associated with the executable bytecode of a contract and the contract state.
Although Ethereum contracts are deployed to the blockchain in the form of the bytecode of the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) [30] , they are generally written in a high-level programming language called Solidity [28] and then compiled to EVM bytecode. After deployment, the contract is publicly accessible and its code cannot be modified. An external user, or another contract, can interact with a contract through its API by invoking its public functions. This can be done by issuing a transaction that encodes the function to be called with its arguments, and contains the contract's address as the recipient. The Ethereum network then executes the transaction by running the contract code in the context of the contract instance.
A contract instance has access to two different kinds of memory during its lifetime: contract storage and memory. 3 Contract storage is a dedicated data store for a contract to store its persistent state. At the level of the EVM, it is an array of 256-bit storage slots stored on the blockchain. Contract data that fits into a slot, or can be sliced into fixed number of slots, is usually allocated starting from slot 0. More complex data types that do not fit into a fixed number of slots, such as mappings, or dynamic arrays, are not supported directly by the EVM. Instead, they are implemented by the Solidity compiler using storage as a hash table where the structured data is distributed in a deterministic collisionfree manner. Contract memory is used during the execution of a transaction on the contract, and is deleted after the transaction finishes. This is where function parameters, return values and temporary data can be allocated and stored.
Solidity
Solidity [28] is the high-level programming language supporting the development of Ethereum smart contracts. It is a full-fledged object-oriented programming language with many features focusing on enabling rapid development of Ethereum smart contracts. The focus of this paper is the semantics of the Solidity memory model: the Solidity view of contract storage and memory, and the operations that can modify it. Thus, we restrict the presentation to a generous fragment of Solidity that is relevant for discussing and formalizing the Solidity memory model. We omit parts of Solidity that are not relevant to the memory model (e.g., inheritance, loops, blockchain-specific members). We also omit low-level, unsafe features of Solidity that can break the Solidity memory model abstractions (e.g., assembly and delegatecall). An example contract that illustrates relevant features is shown in Figure 1 , and the abstract syntax of the targeted fragment is presented in Figure 2 .
Contracts. Solidity contracts are similar to classes in object-oriented programming. A contract can define any additional types needed, followed by the dec- laration of the state variables and contract functions, including an optional single constructor function. The contract's state variables define the only persistent data that the contract instance stores on the blockchain. The constructor function is only used once, when a new contract instance is deployed to the blockchain. Other public contract functions can be invoked arbitrarily by external users through an Ethereum transaction that encodes the function call data and designates the contract instance as the recipient of the transaction. Example 1. The contract DataStorage in Figure 1 defines a struct type Record. Then it defines the contract storage as a single state variable records. Finally three contract functions are defined append(), isset(), and get(). Note that a constructor is not defined and, in this case, a default constructor is provided to initialize the contract state to default values.
Solidity supports further concepts from object-oriented programming, such as inheritance, function visibility, and overloading. However, as these are not relevant for the formalization of the memory model we omit them to simplify our presentation.
Types. Solidity is statically typed and provides two classes of types: value types and reference types. Value types include elementary types such as addresses, integers, and Booleans that are always passed by value. Reference types, on the other hand, are passed by reference and include structs, arrays and mappings. A struct consists of a fixed number of members. An array is either fixed-size or dynamically-sized and besides the elements of the base type, it also includes a length field holding the number of elements. A mapping is an associative array mapping keys to values. The important caveat is that the table does not actually store the keys so it is not possible to check if a key is defined in the map. Figure 1 uses the following types. The records variable is a mapping from addresses to Record structures which, in turn, consist of a Boolean value and a dynamically-sized integer array. It is a common practice to define a struct with a Boolean member (set) to indicate that a mapping value has been set. This is because Solidity mappings do not store keys: any key can be queried, returning a default value (false for Booleans) if no value was associated previously.
Example 2. The contract in
Data locations for reference types. Data of reference types resides in a data location that is either storage or memory. Storage is the persistent store used for state variables of the contract. In contrast, memory is used during execution of a transaction to store function parameters, return values and local variables, and it is deleted after the transaction finishes.
Semantics of reference types differ fundamentally depending on the data location that they are stored in. Layout of data in the memory data location resembles the memory model common in Java-like programming languages: there is a memory heap where reference types are allocated and any entity in the heap can contain values of value types, and references to other memory entities. In contrast, the storage data location treats and stores all entities, including those of reference types, as values with no references involved. Mixing storage and memory is not possible: the data location of a reference type is propagated to its elements and members. This means that storage entities cannot have references to memory entities, and memory entities cannot have reference types as values. Storage of a contract can be viewed as a single value with no aliasing possible. Example 3. Consider the contract C defined in Figure 3a . The contract defines two reference struct types S and T, and declares state variables s, t, and sa. These variables are maintained in storage during the contract lifetime and they are represented as values with no references within. A potential value of these variables is shown in Figure 3b . On the other hand, the top of Figure 3c shows a function with three variables in the memory data location, one as the argument to the function, and two defined within the function. Because they are in memory, these variables are references to heap locations. Any data of reference types, stored within the structures and arrays, is also a reference and can be reallocated or assigned to point to an existing heap location. This means that the layout of the data can contain arbitrary graphs with arbitrary aliasing. A potential layout of these variables is shown at the bottom of Figure 3c .
Functions. Functions are the Solidity equivalent of methods in classes. They receive data as arguments, can perform computations, manipulate state variables and interact with other Ethereum accounts. Besides accessing the storage of the contract through its state variables, functions can also define local variables, including function arguments and return values. Variables of value type are stored as values on a stack. Variables of reference types must be explicitly declared with a data location, and are always pointers that point to an entity in that data location (storage or memory). A pointer to storage is called a local storage pointer. As the storage is not memory in the usual sense, but a value instead, one can see the storage pointer as encoding a path to one reference type entity in the storage.
Example 4. Consider the example in Figure 1 . The local variable r in function append() points to the struct residing at index at in the state variable records.
In contrast, the return value ret of function get() is a pointer to an integer array in memory.
Statements and expressions. Solidity includes usual programming statements and control structures. To keep the presentation simple, we focus only on the statements that are related to the formalization of the memory model: local variable declarations, assignments, array manipulation, and the delete statement. Solidity expressions relevant for the memory model are identifiers, member and array accesses, conditionals and allocation of new arrays and structs in memory. If a value is not provided, local variable declarations automatically initialize the variable to a default value. For reference types in memory, this allocates new entities on the heap and performs recursive initialization of its members. For reference types in storage, the local storage pointers must always be explicitly initialized to point to a storage member. This ensures that no pointer is ever "null". Value types are initialized to their simple default value (0, false). Behavior of assignment in Solidity is complex and depends on the data location of its arguments (e.g., deep copy or pointer assignment). Dynamically-sized storage arrays can be extended by pushing an element to their end, or can be shrunk by popping. The delete statement assigns the default value (recursively for reference types) to a given entity based on its type.
Example 5. The assignment r.set = true in the append() function is a simple value assignment. On the other hand, ret = records [at] .data in the get() function allocates a new array on the heap and performs a deep copy of data from storage to memory.
SMT-Based Programs
We formalize the semantics of the Solidity fragment by translating to a simple programming language that uses SMT semantics [9, 12] for the types and data. The syntax of this language is shown in Figure 4 . The syntax is purposefully minimal and generic, so that it can be expressed in any modern SMT-based verification tool (e.g., Boogie [5] and Why3 [19] ). 4 The types of SMT-based programs are the SMT types: simple value types such as Booleans and mathematical integers, and structured types such as arrays [26, 17] and inductive datatypes [8] . The expressions of the language are standard expressions from SMT such as identifiers, array reads and write, datatype constructors, member selectors, conditionals and basic arithmetic [7] . All variables are declared at the beginning of a program. The statements of the language are limited to assignments, the if-then-else statement, and assumption statement.
SMT-based programs are a good intermediate verification representation for modeling semantics. For one, they have clearly defined mathematical semantics with no ambiguities. Furthermore, any property of the SMT program can be checked easily with SMT solvers: the program can be translated directly to a SMT formula by transforming the program into single static assignment form (SSA).
Note that the syntax requires the left hand side of an assignment to be an identifier. However, to make our presentation simpler, we will allow array read, member access and conditional expressions (and their combination) as LHS. Such constructs can be eliminated iteratively in the following way until only identifiers appear as LHS in assignments.
where D is the constructor of a datatype with members m 1 , . . . , m n . 
Formalization
In this section we present our formalization of the Solidity semantics through a translation that maps Solidity elements to constructs in the SMT-based language. The formalization is described in separate subsections for types, contracts, state variables, functions, statements, and expressions.
Types
We use T (.) to denote the function that maps a Solidity type to an SMT type. This function is used in the translation of contract elements and can, as a side effect, introduce datatype definitions and variable declarations. This is denoted with [decl ] in the result of the function. To simplify the presentation, we assume that such side effects are automatically added to the preamble of the SMT program. Furthermore, we assume that declarations with the same name are only added once. We use type(expr) to denote the original (Solidity) type of an expression (to be used later in the formalization). The definition of T (.) is shown in Figure 5 . Value types. Booleans are mapped to SMT Booleans while other value types are mapped to SMT integers. Addresses are also mapped to SMT integers so that arithmetic comparison and conversions between integers and addresses is supported. For simplicity of presentation we map all integers (signed or unsigned) to SMT integers. Note that this does not capture the precise machine integer semantics with overflows, but this is not relevant from the perspective of the memory model. Precise computation can be provided by relying on SMT bitvectors or by encoding computations with modular arithmetic (see, e.g., [21] ).
Reference types. The Solidity syntax does not always require the data location for variable and parameter declarations. However, for reference types it is always required (enforced by the compiler), except for state variables that are always implicitly storage. Hence, in our formalization, we assume that the data location of reference types is a part of the type. As discussed before, memory entities are always accessed through pointers. However, for storage we distinguish whether it is the storage reference itself (e.g., state variable) or a storage pointer (e.g., local variable, function parameter). We denote the former with storage and the latter with storptr in the type name. Our modeling of reference types relies on the generalized theory of arrays [17] and the theory of inductive data-types [8] , both of which are supported by modern SMT solvers (e.g., cvc4 [6] and z3 [16] ).
Mappings. Solidity mappings are only allowed in the storage data location. Mappings are implemented as a hash table that uses the contract storage as a large table for elements, and uses a collision resistant cryptographic hash function to map keys to storage slots. However, reasoning about such implementation details becomes infeasible in practice. We abstract away the implementation details, with the assumption that no hash collisions occur, and formalize Solidity mappings simply as SMT arrays.
Arrays. Similarly to mappings, we abstract away the implementation details of Solidity arrays and model them with the SMT theory of arrays and inductive datatypes. Both fixed-and dynamically-sized arrays are translated using the same SMT type and we only treat them differently in the context of statements and expressions. To ensure that array size is properly modeled we keep track of it (length) in the datatype along with the actual elements (arr ).
For storage array types with base type T , we introduce an SMT datatype StorArr T with a constructor that takes two arguments: an inner SMT array (arr ) associating integer indexes and the recursively translated base type (T (T )), and an integer length. The advantage of this encoding is that the value semantics of storage data is provided by construction: each array element is a separate entity (no aliasing) and assigning storage arrays in SMT makes a deep copy. This encoding also generalizes if the base type is a reference type.
For memory array types with base type T , we introduce a separate datatype MemArr T (side effect). However, memory arrays are stored with pointer values. Therefore the memory array type is mapped to integers, and a heap (arrheap T ) is introduced to associate integers (pointers) with the actual memory array datatypes. Note that mixing data locations within a reference type is not possible: the element type of the array has the same data location as the array itself. Therefore, it is enough to introduce two datatypes per element type T : one for storage and one for memory. In the former case the element type will have value semantics whereas in the latter case elements will be stored as pointers.
Structs. For each storage struct type S the translation introduces an inductive datatype StorStruct S . This datatype includes a constructor for each struct member with types mapped recursively. Similarly to arrays, this ensures the value semantics of storage such as non-aliasing and deep copy assignments. For each memory struct S we also introduce a datatype MemStruct S and a constructor for each member. 5 However, the memory struct type itself is mapped to integers (pointer) and a heap (structheap S ) is introduced to associate the pointers with the actual memory struct datatypes. Note that if a memory struct has members with reference types, they are also pointers, which is ensured recursively by our encoding.
Local Storage Pointers
An interesting aspect of the storage data location is that, although the stored data has value semantics, it is still possible to define pointers to an entity in storage within a local context, e.g., with function parameters or local variables. These pointers are called local storage pointers. Example 6. In the append() function of Figure 1 the variable r is defined to be a convenience pointer into the storage map records [at] . Similarly, the isset() function takes a storage pointer to a Record entity in storage as an argument.
Since our formalization uses SMT datatypes to encode the contract data in storage, it is not possible to encode these pointers directly. A partial solution would be to substitute each occurrence of the local pointer with the expression that is assigned to it when it was defined. However, this approach is too simplistic and has several limitations. Local storage pointers can be reassigned, or assigned conditionally. Moreover, at a given occurrence, it might not be known at compile time which definition should be used. Local storage pointers can also be passed in as function arguments: within the function they can point to different storage entities for different calls.
We propose an approach to encode local storage pointers while overcoming these limitations. Our encoding relies on the fact that storage data of a contract can be viewed as a finite depth tree of values. As such, each element of the stored data can be uniquely identified by a finite path leading to it. 6
.ts[ptr [2] ]), ite(ptr[2] = 0, ss[ptr [1] ].t, ss[ptr [1] ].ts[ptr [3] ]))) (c) Fig. 6 : An example of packing and unpacking: (a) contract with struct definitions and state variables; (b) the storage tree of the contract for type T; and (c) the unpacking expression for storage pointers of type T.
Example 7.
Consider the contract C in Figure 6a . The contract defines structs T and S, and state variables of these types. If we are interested in all storage entities of type T, we can consider the sub-tree of the contract storage tree that has leaves of type T, such as the one in Figure 6b . The root of the tree is the contract itself, with indexed sub-nodes for state variables, in order. For nodes of struct type there are indexed sub-nodes leading to its members, in order. For each node of array type there is a sub-node for the base type. Every pointer to a storage T entity can be identified by a path in this tree: by fixing the index to each state variable, member, and array index, as seen in brackets in Figure 6b , such paths can be encoded as an array of integers. For example, the state variable t1 can be represented as array [0], the member s1.t as array [1, 0] , and ss [8] .ts [5] as [2, 8, 1, 5] .
This idea allows us to encode storage pointer types (pointing to arrays, structs or mappings) simply as SMT arrays ([int]int). The novelty of our approach is that storage pointers can be encoded and passed around, while maintaining the value semantics of storage data, without the need for quantifiers to describe non-aliasing. To encode storage pointers, we need to address initialization of storage pointers, and dereference of storage pointers, while assignment is simply an assignment of array values. When a storage pointer is initialized to a concrete expression, we pack the indexed path to the storage entity (that the expression references) into an array value. When a storage pointer is dereferenced (e.g., by indexing into or accessing a member), the array is unpacked into a conditional expression that will evaluate to a storage entity by decoding paths in the tree.
Storage tree. The storage tree for a given target type T can be obtained easily by filtering the AST nodes of the contract definition to only include state variable as recursion is non-existing in Solidity types used in practice. In addition, we expect that such types will be disallowed in the future versions of Solidity.
declarations and to, further, only include nodes that lead to a sub-node of type T . We denote the storage tree for type T as tree(T ). 7 def pack(expr): root := tree(type(expr)); result := constarr Packing. Given an expression (such as ss [8] .ts [5] ), pack(.) uses the storage tree for the type of the expression and encodes it to an array (e.g., [2, 8, 1, 5] ) by fitting the expression into the tree. Pseudocode for pack(.) is shown in Figure 7 . The expression is processed iteratively starting from the innermost base expression and a constant array of zeros. The base expression of an identifier id is id itself and for an array index e[i] or a member access e.m i it is the expression itself and the recursive base expressions of e. If the subexpression is an identifier (state variable or member access), the algorithm finds the outgoing edge annotated with the identifier (from the current root). Then, it writes the index of the edge in the array and sets the target node of the edge as new root. If the subexpression is an index access, the algorithm maps and writes the index expression (symbolically) in the array and proceeds on the single outgoing edge. The expression mapping function E(.) is introduced later in this section. Figure 6a pack(ss [8] .ts [5] ) produces [2, 8, 1, 5] : the base expressions are ss, ss [8] , ss [8] .ts and ss [8] .ts [5] in this order. First, 2 is added as ss is the state variable with index 2. Then, ss [8] is an index access so 8 is mapped to 8 and added to the result. Next, ss [8] .ts is a member access with ts having the index 1. Finally, ss [8] .ts [5] is an index access so 5 is mapped to 5 and added. Unpacking. The opposite of pack() is unpack(). This function takes a storage pointer (of type [int]int) and produces a conditional expression that decodes any given path into one of the leaves of the storage tree. Figure 8 formalizes the unpack() function. The function recursively traverses the tree starting from the contract node and accumulates the expressions leading to the leaves. The function creates conditionals when branching, and when a leaf is reached the accumulated expression is simply returned. For contracts we process edges corresponding to each state variable by setting the subexpression to be the state variable itself. For structs we process edges corresponding to each member by wrapping the subexpression into a member access. For both contracts and structs, the subexpressions are collected into a conditional as separate cases. For arrays and mappings we process the single outgoing edge by wrapping the subexpression into an index access using the current element (at index d) of the pointer. Example 9. For example, the conditional expression corresponding to the tree in Figure 6b can be seen in Figure 6c . Given a pointer ptr, if ptr[0] = 0 then the conditional evaluates to t1. Otherwise, if ptr[0] = 1 then s1 has to be taken, where two leaves are possible: if ptr[1] = 0 then the result is s1.t otherwise it is s1.ts[ptr [2] ], and so on. If ptr is [2, 8, 1, 5] then the conditional evaluates exactly to ss [8] .ts [5] from which ptr was packed.
Example 8. For the contract in
Note that with inheritance and libraries [28] it is possible that a contract defines a type T but has no nodes in its storage tree. The contract can still define functions with storage pointers to T , which can be called by derived contracts that define state variables of type T . In such cases we declare an array of type [int]T , called the default context, and unpack storage pointers to T as if the default context was a state variable. This allows us to reason about abstract contracts and libraries, modeling that their storage pointers can point to arbitrary entities not yet declared.
Contracts, State Variables, Functions
The focus of our discussion is the Solidity memory model and, for presentation purposes, we assume a minimalistic setting where the important aspects of storage and memory can be presented: we assume a single contract and a single function to translate. Interactions between multiple functions are handled differently depending on the verification approach. For example, in modular verification functions are checked individually against specifications (pre-and postconditions) and function calls are replaced by their specification [21] .
State variables. Each state variable s i of a contract is mapped to a variable declaration s i : T (type(s i )) in the SMT program. 8 The data location of state variables is always storage. As discussed previously, reference types are mapped using SMT datatypes and arrays, which ensures non-aliasing by construction. While Solidity optionally allows inline initializer expressions for state variables, without the loss of generality we can assume that they are initialized in the constructor using regular assignments.
Functions calls. From the perspective of the memory model, the only important aspect of function calls is the way parameters are passed in and how function return values are treated. Our formalization is general in that it allows us to treat both of the above as plain assignments (explained in later subsections). For each parameter p i and return value r i of a function, we add declarations p i : T (type(p i )) and r i : T (type(r i )) in the SMT program. Note that for reference types appearing as parameters or return values of the function, their types are either memory or storage pointers.
Memory allocation. In order to model allocation of new memory entities, while keeping some non-aliasing information, we introduce an allocation counter refcnt : int variable in the preamble of the SMT program. This counter is incremented for each allocation of memory entities and used as the address of the new entity. For each parameter p i with memory data location we include an assumption assume(p i ≤ refcnt) as they can be arbitrary pointers, but should not alias with new allocations within the function. Note that if a parameter of memory pointer type is a reference type containing other references, such non-aliasing constraints need to be assumed recursively. This can be done for structs by enumerating members. But, for dynamic arrays it requires quantification that is nevertheless still decidable (array property fragment [13] ).
Initialization and default values. If we are translating the constructor function, each state variable s i is first initialized to its default value with a statement s i := defval(type(s i )). For regular functions, we set each return value r i to its default value with a statement r i := defval(type(r i )). We use defval(.), as defined in Figure 9 , to denote the function that maps a Solidity type to its default value as an SMT expression. Note that, as a side effect, this function can do allocations for memory entities, introducing extra declarations and statements, denoted by [decl ] and {stmt }. As expected, the default value for Booleans is false, and 0 for other primitives that map to integers. For mappings from K to V , the default value is an SMT constant array returning the default value of the value type V for each key k ∈ K (see, e.g., [17] ). The default value of storage arrays is the corresponding datatype value constructed with a constant array of the default value for base type T , and a length of n or 0 for fixed-or dynamicallysized arrays. For storage structs, the default value is the corresponding datatype value constructed with the default values of each member. The default value of uninitialized memory pointers is unusual. Since Solidity doesn't support "null" pointers, a new entity is automatically allocated in memory and initialized to default values (which might include additional recursive initialization). Note, that for fixed-size arrays Solidity enforces that the array size n must be an integer literal or a compile time constant, so setting each element to its default value is possible without loops or quantifiers. Similarly for structs, each member is recursively initialized, which is again possible by explicitly enumerating each member.
Statements
We use S . to denote the function that translates Solidity statements to a list of statements in the SMT program. It relies on the type mapping function T (.) (presented previously in Section 3.1) and on the expression mapping function E(.) (to be introduced in Section 3.6). Furthermore, we define a helper function A(., .) dedicated to modeling Solidity assignments (to be discussed in Section 3.5).
The definition of S . is shown in Figure 10 . As a side effect, extra declarations can be introduced to the preamble of the SMT program (denoted by [decl ] ). The Solidity documentation [28] does not precisely state the order of evaluating subexpressions in statements. It only specifies that subnodes are processed before the parent node. This problem is independent form the discussion of the memory models so we assume that side effects of subexpressions are added in the same order as it is implemented in the compiler. Furthermore, if a subexpression is mapped multiple times, we assume that the side effects are only added once. This makes our presentation simpler as we have to introduce fewer temporary variables. Local variable declarations introduce a variable declaration with the same identifier in the SMT program by mapping the type. 9 If an initialization expression is given, it is mapped using E(.) and assigned to the variable. Otherwise, the default value is used as defined by defval(.) in Figure 9 . Delete assigns the default value for a type, which is simply mapped to an assignment in our formalization. Solidity supports multiple assignments as one statement with a tuple-like syntax. The documentation [28] does not specify the behavior precisely, but the compiler evaluates the RHS tuple from left to right, while assignment is performed from right to left.
Example 10. Consider the tuple assignment in function primitiveAssign() in Figure 11 . From right to left, s2.x is assigned first with the value of s1.x which is 1. Afterwards, when s3.x is assigned with s2.x, the already evaluated (old) value of 2 is used instead of the new value 1. Finally, s1.x gets the old value of s3.x, i.e., 3. Note however, that storage expressions on the RHS evaluate to storage pointers. Consider, for example, the function storageAssign() in Figure 11 . From right to left, s2 is assigned first, with a pointer to s1 making s2.x become 1. However, as opposed to primitive types, when s3 is assigned next, s2 on the RHS is a storage pointer and thus the new value in the storage of s2 is assigned to s3 making s3.x become 1. Similarly, s1.x also becomes 1 as the new value behind s3 is used.
Array push increases the length and assigns the given expression as the last element. Array pop decreases the length and sets the removed element to its default value. While the removed element can no longer be accessed via indexing into an array (a runtime error occurs), it can still be accessed via local storage pointers (see Figure 12 ). 10 
Assignments
Assignments between reference types in Solidity can be either pointer assignments or value assignments, involving deep copying and possible new allocations in the latter case. We use A(lhs, rhs) to denote the function that assigns a rhs SMT expression to a lhs SMT expression based on their original types and data locations. The definition of A(., .) is shown in Figure 13 . Value type assignments are simply mapped to an SMT assignment. To make our presentation more clear, we subdivide the other cases into separate functions for array, struct and mapping operands, denoted by A A (., .), A S (., .) and A M (., .) respectively.
A(lhs, rhs)= lhs := rhs for value type operands A(lhs, rhs)= AM (lhs, rhs) for mapping type operands A(lhs, rhs)= AS(lhs, rhs) for struct type operands A(lhs, rhs)= AA(lhs, rhs) for array type operands Fig. 13 : Formalization of assignment based on different type categories and data locations for the LHS and RHS. We use s, sp and m after the arguments to denote storage, storage pointer and memory types respectively.
Mappings. As discussed previously, Solidity prohibits direct assignment of mappings. However, it is possible to declare a storage pointer to a mapping, in which case the rhs expression is packed. It is also possible to assign two storage pointers, which simply assigns pointers. Structs and arrays. For structs and arrays the semantics of assignment is summarized in Figure 14 . However, there are some notable details in various cases that we expand on below. Assigning anything to storage lhs always causes a deep copy. If the rhs is storage, this is simply mapped to a datatype assignment in our encoding (with an additional unpacking if the rhs is storage pointer). 12 If the rhs is memory, deep copy for structs can be done member wise by accessing the heap with the rhs pointer and performing the assignment recursively (as members can be reference types themselves). For arrays, we access the datatype corresponding to the array via the heap and do an assignment, which does a deep copy in SMT. Note however, that this only works if the base type of the array is a value type. For reference types, memory array elements are pointers and would require being dereferenced during assignment to storage. As opposed to struct members, the number of array elements is not known at compile time so loops or quantifiers have to be used (as in traditional software analysis). However, this is a special case, which can be encoded in the decidable array property fragment [13] . Assigning storage (or storage pointer) to memory is also a deep copy but in the other direction. However, instead overwriting the existing memory entity, a new one is allocated (recursively for reference typed elements or members). We model this by incrementing the reference counter, storing it in the lhs and then accessing the heap for deep copy using the new pointer.
Expressions
We use E(.) to denote the function that translates a Solidity expression to an SMT expression. As a side effect, declarations and statements might be introduced (denoted by [decl ] and {stmt } respectively). The definition of E(.) is shown in Figure 15 . As discussed in Section 3.4 we assume that side effects are added from subexpressions in the proper order and only once. Member access is mapped to an SMT member access by mapping the base expression and the member name. There is an extra unpacking step for storage pointers and a heap access for memory. Note that the only valid member for arrays is length. Index access is mapped to an SMT array read by mapping the base expression and the index, and adding en extra member access for arrays to get the inner array arr of elements from the datatype. Furthermore, similarly to member accesses, an extra unpacking step is needed for storage pointers and a heap access for memory.
Conditionals in Solidity can be mapped to an SMT conditional expression in general. However, data locations can be different for the true and false branches, causing possible side effects. Therefore, we first introduce fresh variables for the true and false branch with the common type (of the whole conditional), then make assignments using A(., .) and finally use the new variables in the conditional. The Solidity documentation [28] does not specify the common type, but the compiler returns memory if any of the branches is memory, and storage pointer otherwise.
Allocating a new array in memory increments the reference counter, sets the length and the default values for each element (recursively). Note that in general the length might not be a compile time constant,in which case setting default values could be encoded with the array property fragment (similarly to deep copy in assignments) [13] . Allocating a new memory struct also increments the reference counter and sets each value by translating the provided arguments.
Evaluation
The formalization described in this paper forms the basis of our Solidity verification tool solc-verify [21] . 13 In this section we provide an evaluation of the presented formalization and our implementation by validating it on a set of relevant test cases. For illustrative purposes we also compare our tool with other available Solidity analysis tools. 14 Tests. We have manually developed a set of tests that try to capture the most interesting behaviors and corner cases of the Solidity memory semantics. The set is structured so that every target test behavior is represented with a test case checking the correctness of the behavior with assertions. The correctness of the tests themselves is determined by running them through the EVM with no assertion failures. Test cases are expanded to use all reference types and combinations of reference types. This includes structures, mappings, dynamic and fixed-size arrays, both single-and multi-dimensional. The tests are organized into the following classes. Tests in the assignment class check whether the assign statement is properly modeled. This includes assignments in the same data location, but also assignments across data locations that need deep copying, and assignments and re-assignments of memory and storage pointers. The delete class of tests checks whether the delete statement is properly modeled. Tests in the init class check whether variable and data initialization is properly modeled. For variables in storage, we check if they are properly initialized to default values in the contract constructor. Similarly, we check whether memory variables are properly initialized to provided values, or default values when no initializer is provided. The storage class of tests checks whether storage itself is properly modeled for various reference types, including for example non-aliasing. Tests in the storageptr class check whether storage pointers are modeled properly. This includes checking if the model properly models storage pointers to various reference types, including nested types. In addition, the tests check that the storage pointers can be properly passed to functions and ensure non-aliasing for distinct parts of storage.
Tools. For illustrative purposes we include a comparison with the following available Solidity analysis tools: mythril v0.21.17 [27] , verisol v0.1.1-alpha [25] , and smt-checker v0.5.12 [1] . mythril is a Solidity symbolic execution tool with a symbolic execution engine that runs at the level of the EVM bytecode. verisol is similar to solc-verify in that it uses Boogie to model the Solidity contracts, but takes the traditional approach to modeling memory and storage with pointers and quantifiers. smt-checker is an SMT-based analysis module built into the Solidity compiler itself. There are other tools that can be found in the literature, but they are either basic prototypes that cannot handle realistic features we are considering, or are not available for direct comparison. Results. We ran all the tools on our set with a timeout of 60s and the results are shown in Table 1 . As expected, mythril has the most consistent results on our test set. This is because mythril models contract semantics at the EVM level and does not need to model complex Solidity semantics. Nevertheless, the results also indicate that the performance penalty for this precision is significant (8 timeouts) . verisol, as the closest to our approach, still doesn't support many features and has a significant amount of false reports for features that it does support. Many of the false reports are due to their model of storage that is based on pointers, while ensuring storage consistency with the use of quantifiers. smtchecker is still not a robust tool and doesn't support the majority of the Solidity features that our tests target. solc-verify performs well on our test set, matching the precision of mythril at very low computational cost. The few false alarms we have are either due to Solidity features that we chose to not implement (e.g., proper treatment of mapping assignments), or parts of the semantics that we only implemented partially (e.g., parts that require the limited use of quantifiers).
Related Work
There is a strong push in the Ethereum community to apply formal methods to smart contract verification. This includes many attempts to formalize the semantics of smart contracts, both at the level of EVM and Solidity.
EVM-level semantics. Bhargavan et al. [11] decompile a fragment of EVM bytecode to F*, modeling EVM as a stack based machine with word and byte arrays for storage and memory. Grishchenko et al. [20] extend this work by providing a complete small step semantics for EVM. Kevm [22] provides an executable formal semantics of EVM in the K framework. Hirai [23] formalizes EVM in Lem, a language used by some interactive theorem provers. Amani et al. [2] extends this work by defining a program logic to reason about EVM bytecode.
Solidity-level semantics. Jiao et al. [24] formalize the executable operational semantics of Solidity in the K framework. Their formalization focuses on the details of bit-precise sizes of types, alignment and padding in storage. They encode storage slots, arrays and mappings with the full encoding of hashing. However, the formalization does not describe assignments (e.g., deep copy) in detail, apart from simple cases. Furthermore, user defined structs are also not mentioned. In contrast, our semantics is high-level and abstracts away some details (e.g., hashes, alignments) to enable efficient automated verification. Additionally, we also focus on proper modeling of different cases for assignments between storage and memory. Bartotelli et al. [10] propose TinySol, a minimal core calculus for a subset of Solidity, required to model some basic features such as asset transfer and reentrancy. Contract data is simply modeled as a key value store, without explicitly mentioning differences in storage and memory, or in value and reference types. Crafa et al. [15] introduce Featherweight Solidity, a calculus formalizing some core features of the language. Data locations and reference types are not mentioned explicitly, they focus on primitive types and mention mappings briefly. The main focus is on the type system and type checking. They propose an improved type system that can statically detect unsafe casts and callbacks. The most closely related to our work is the work of Zakrzewski [31] , a Coq formalization focusing on functions, modifiers and the memory model. The memory model is treated similarly: storage is a mapping from names to storage objects (values), memory is a mapping from references to memory objects (containing references recursively) and storage pointers define a path in storage. Their formalization is also high-level, without considering alignment, padding or hashing. The formalization is provided as big step functional semantics in Coq. While the paper presents some example rules, the formalization does not cover all cases. For example the details of assignments (e.g., memory to storage), push/pop for arrays, treating memory aliasing and new expressions. Furthermore, our approach focuses on SMT and modular verification, which enables automated reasoning.
Conclusion
We presented a high-level SMT-based formalization of the Solidity memory model semantics. Our formalization covers all aspects of the language related to managing both the persistent contract storage and the transient local memory. The novel encoding of storage pointers as arrays allow us to precisely model nonaliasing and deep copy assignments between storage entities without the need for quantifiers. The memory model forms the basis of our Solidity-level modular verification tool solc-verify. We developed a suite of test cases exercising all aspects of memory management with different combinations of reference types. Results indicate that our memory model outperforms existing Solidity-level tools in terms of soundness and precision, and is on par with low-level EVM-based implementations, while having a significantly lower computational cost for discharging verification conditions.
